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I. INTRODUCTION

In some parts of the Middle East, the near-constant presence of a U.S. drone hovering in the skies has become a normal part of life. On the other side of the world, Americans sit in their homes and hear frequent reports of successful drone strikes that allegedly target high-ranking members of terrorist organizations. Yet, these drone strikes also have significant collateral effects on the local citizens near them, such as in North Waziristan, where thirteen-year-old Zubair Rehman’s grandmother exploded before his and his two younger sisters’ eyes when a missile fired from a U.S. Predator drone detonated nearby.¹

Rehman, who traveled to Washington, D.C. with his surviving family, is just one of many victims of the collateral damage from such military operations who has recently appeared before Congress to testify regarding the full extent of the U.S. program.²

The United States began conducting targeted killings of suspected terrorists and high-ranking officials of terrorist groups, such as Al Qaeda,
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after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. \(^3\) Since the first drone strike in 2001 or early 2002, \(^4\) drone usage has greatly expanded to include over five hundred operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, Libya, and Yemen. \(^5\) In these attacks, the estimated number of deaths varies from source to source according to bias and difficulty in collecting reliable data, but is approximately 4000–5000 people, including hundreds of civilians and children. \(^6\) Since sources often manipulate these numbers in light of political and ideological motivations, no objectively reliable estimate exists. Moreover, as drone strikes are shrouded in secrecy necessary for security purposes, no unbiased data exists to verify government and third party estimates.

Although drone strikes are a recent development, drones themselves existed long before their use in the twenty-first century, originating around the end of World War II. \(^7\) Drones were also in use for U.S. surveillance during the Vietnam War. \(^8\) They were again deployed during the Gulf War in 1990 and 1991 and conflicts in the Balkans in the 1990s. \(^9\) Drone usage, however, was uncontroversial before the twenty-first century because they were not used as combat vehicles. The drone strikes in late 2001 or early
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2002 in Afghanistan were the first instance of armed drone operations and catapulted the issue into international focus.\textsuperscript{10} Today, the United States is not the only country that conducts armed drone operations: it is also accompanied by the United Kingdom and Israel.\textsuperscript{11} Moreover, at the end of 2013, eighty-seven countries had operational aerial drones, with at least twenty-six capable of arming drones.\textsuperscript{12} The rapid proliferation and weaponization of drones explains the international interest in U.S. armed drone operations, as the consequences here will likely shape future legal regulations surrounding drone warfare.

This Note addresses the current disagreement between the United States and the international community over the legality of U.S. drone strikes. First, in Section II, the applicable international legal framework is summarized. Next, in Section III, specific instances of drone usage are analyzed in light of the international law discussed in Section II. Last, in Section IV, the response to international backlash relating to the United States’ lack of transparency and accountability is discussed in light of the realist theory of international relations. In sum, this Note concurs with many transnational organizations that some instances of drone strikes do violate international law, which constitute war crimes, and argues that the United States’ conduct is the result of either conflicting interpretations of international law or disobedience based on the realist model. Unfortunately, a lack of reliable information hinders a conclusive analysis of the issue.

II. APPLICABLE LAW

Determining which laws will govern U.S. drone strikes in a foreign country in pursuit of suspected terrorists allegedly planning and participating in military action against the United States depends on how the scenario is classified under international law. The field of international law is composed of a myriad of different sources of law governing relations between states, including treaties between states, treaties establishing transnational organizations, customs engrained through historical adherence, and declarations, guidelines, rulings, and principles adopted by
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those transnational organizations. Furthermore, each instrument targets specific, often overlapping and complementary, subjects. Of this conglomeration of law, the most important to this issue are International Humanitarian Law, International Human Rights Law, and jus ad bellum.

International Humanitarian Law ("IHL") is intended to "limit the effects of armed conflict ... [and] protect persons who are not or are no longer participating in the hostilities and restricts the means and methods of warfare."\(^{13}\) This set of rules originated in antiquity, when warfare was accepted under particular customs and standards.\(^{14}\) Modern codification of these rules began with the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and continued through the twenty-first century.\(^{15}\) It is important to emphasize that IHL applies only in "armed conflicts."\(^{16}\) Within this classification there are different rules applying to international armed conflicts ("IAC"), which involve at least two states, and non-international armed conflicts ("NIAC"), which only involve the territory of a single state and only a single state’s armed forces.\(^{17}\)

International Human Rights Law ("HRL") is primarily composed of treaties and customary law adopted since 1945, which have codified and solidified what many call "inherent human rights."\(^{18}\) The most important of these is often referred to collectively as the International Bill of Rights.\(^{19}\) Although this was not the first instrument to organize human rights, it has since been proclaimed by the United Nations as a "historic document articulating a common definition of human dignity and values."\(^{20}\) Since its
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promulgation, the main components of the International Bill of Rights have been ratified by 132 states, but it is still authoritative even in states that have not ratified any portion of it.\textsuperscript{21} In essence, these laws obligate states to “respect, protect, and fulfill human rights.”\textsuperscript{22}

\textit{Jus ad bellum}, or the law on the use of inter-state force, governs justifications for entering an armed conflict, or, in more common parlance, going to war.\textsuperscript{23} This body of law comes into play when one state enters another state’s borders with hostile intentions. Since the mid-1900s this has been codified primarily in the U.N. Charter, which lays out specific reasons and scenarios for when one state may enter another’s borders.\textsuperscript{24} This issue is important because of sovereignty concerns, as intruding into another state’s territory violates that state’s sovereignty unless there is appropriate justification. Also, if one state violates another state’s sovereignty, then all actions taken within the latter state’s borders are illegal due to the prohibition on the use of force.

Because the applicable law depends on the classification applied to extraterritorial drone strikes by the United States, the following sections highlight what laws apply in each instance. Part A explains justifications that make it reasonable to violate another state’s sovereignty. Part B explains applicable laws in the absence of armed conflict. Part C explains applicable laws in a classified NIAC. Finally, Part D explains applicable laws in a classified IAC.

A. \textbf{JUS AD BELLUM}

U.N. Charter Article 2 paragraph 4 has become the overarching law prohibiting the use of force against another state and is the “main governing rule of state relations.”\textsuperscript{25} Article 2 declares that states must refrain from “the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent
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with the Purposes of the United Nations."26 Although relatively short, this clause of the U.N. Charter has been interpreted to extend beyond war to include other threats and unilateral actions by hostile states.27 Article 2 paragraph 6 expands this blanket prohibition even further by declaring that even non-members are subject to observation of the United Nations’ principles “so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security.”28 Effectively, Article 2 paragraph 6 elevates this prohibition on the use of force from an obligation between member states to an international norm. As mentioned previously, this prohibition stems from concerns over sovereignty and represents the United Nations’ and the international community’s high respect for a state’s sovereignty.

In order for a targeted killing in the territory of a foreign state to not violate that state’s sovereignty, one of two conditions must to be met: either (1) the foreign state consents, or (2) the acting state has a right to use self-defense under U.N. Charter Article 51.29 Article 51 states that nothing in the U.N. Charter acts to prevent the “inherent right of individual or collective self-defense” in the event of an “armed attack” until the Security Council takes action.30 To complicate the matter, this has been subject to different and contradictory interpretations. For example, the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) has held that Article 51 only allows one state to enter the territory of another without consent when armed attacks by non-state actors are traceable to that state.31 Also, in Nicaragua v. United States, the ICJ ruled that an attack giving rise to self-defense must be significant and not just a “frontier incident.”32 Repeatedly, the ICJ has also found that even if a state is responsible for a significant attack, the right to self-defense arises only if the use of force is actually necessary to defend oneself, and others will not suffer disproportionate economic and social costs.33
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By contrast, the United States and others argue that the customary right to act in self-defense trumps Article 51, even against non-state actors. According to the United States, three justifications create the right to use self-defense against the aggressor: (1) after an actual armed attack occurs; (2) in the presence of “a real and imminent threat when ‘the necessity of that self-defense is instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment of deliberation’”; and (3) as pre-emptive self-defense against a “continuing threat.” This third justification is the most controversial, with ongoing debate regarding its legitimacy. A key takeaway is that none of these justifications identify the aggressor, which allows the United States to act against non-state actors as well, according to the United States’ interpretation that Article 51 does not restrict such action.

B. THE EXISTENCE OF AN ARMED CONFLICT

As stated previously, the applicability of international law depends on the classification of the conflict. First, it must be determined whether there is an armed conflict between the two parties. The presence of an armed conflict is determined objectively, independent from the declarations and subjective beliefs of each state or armed group. To be considered an armed conflict, two threshold requirements must be met: first, “the parties involved must demonstrate a certain level of organization,” and second, “the violence must reach a certain level of intensity.” Based on international jurisprudence, these vague criteria have been interpreted to encompass not only state actors but also armed groups, and factors have been enumerated for consideration relating to intensity. Historically,
states have not acknowledged hostilities with armed groups as constituting armed conflicts to prevent giving the groups recognition as a formidable force or appearing weak.\textsuperscript{41} If it is determined that an armed conflict is occurring, IHL is triggered and applies to the situation. Without an armed conflict classification, IHL does not apply.\textsuperscript{42}

C. NON-ARMED CONFLICT

In a non-armed conflict, domestic law and HRL are still applicable, and the state is required to treat any violence as common criminal activity. As this Note focuses on international law, relevant domestic laws will not be analyzed because such a discussion raises constitutional and federalism issues that are outside the scope of this Note. Nonetheless, HRL imposes stringent conditions on when killing is justified. HRL is not concerned with the necessity of violence to armed conflict; instead, it relies on the notion of law enforcement.\textsuperscript{43} This is most pronounced regarding the use of force, where HRL mandates that lethal force can only be used as the last resort in order to protect human life or great bodily harm, or when alternatives would be ineffective or unable to achieve the intended outcome.\textsuperscript{44} Customarily, it must be “strictly” or “absolutely” necessary to constitute an appropriate last resort option.\textsuperscript{45} Also, HRL views proportionality in relation to the target itself, not to a greater military objective like IHL, which necessitates using the smallest amount of force possible to achieve an objective.\textsuperscript{46} Lastly, HRL contains obligations outside limitations on the use of force. These obligations include protections of the right to life and against arbitrary deprivations of life, the right to a fair and public trial with a presumption of innocence until proven guilty, the right to privacy, and the right to equal protection under the law.\textsuperscript{47}

It thus follows that drone strikes are almost certainly illegal in a non-armed conflict because of HRL’s proportionality limitation and because
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their sole objective is to kill.\textsuperscript{48} Moreover, in the absence of an armed conflict, a state is prohibited from violating another state’s sovereignty by entering the latter’s territory without consent because of the prohibition on the use of force found in U.N. Charter Article 2 paragraph 4, discussed above.\textsuperscript{49} Any actions within the other state in violation of its sovereignty are additionally prohibited. Also, drone strike’s homicidal objective violates HRL’s protection of the right to life, privacy, and a fair and public trial. This prohibition on entering another state’s territory and the proportionality limitation likely makes drone strikes illegal in the absence of an armed conflict.

D. Non-International Armed Conflict

Under international law, an NIAC’s existence depends on the level of organization of the non-state armed forces and both the intensity and duration of the hostilities.\textsuperscript{50} It has been determined that for armed forces to be sufficiently organized, they must be able to identify an adversary, incorporate an adequate command structure, be involved in collective action, and necessitate the use of a state’s military forces in response.\textsuperscript{51} The duration of the hostilities must be “protracted” and the intensity must extend beyond “the level of intensity of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence, and other acts of a similar nature.”\textsuperscript{52} Yet, even with the clarifications from international jurisprudence mentioned above, the criteria for an NIAC remain ambiguous and open to interpretive conflict.\textsuperscript{53} For example, it has been determined that an NIAC may cross state boundaries if it qualifies as a “transnational
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conflict,\textsuperscript{54} or a conflict that crosses states’ borders, despite the plain meaning of “non-international.” Even so, a transnational conflict would still have to have an identifiable and organized non-state armed “party,”\textsuperscript{55} and armed forces in all territories would have to have “continued direct participation,” which is also known as the nexus requirement.\textsuperscript{56}

Non-International Armed Conflicts and IACs differ in many respects. The primary categorical difference between an NIAC and an IAC is that the latter involves conflict between two or more states while the former involves conflict between one or more states and non-state armed forces.\textsuperscript{57} Additionally, NIACs require a higher threshold showing of intensity and duration than IACs to qualify as an armed conflict.\textsuperscript{58}

Departing from the tradition of not acknowledging hostile, armed groups, the United States has declared that it is engaged in an ongoing NIAC with alleged terrorist organizations.\textsuperscript{59} The United States justifies its ongoing hostilities under the transnational conflict classification.\textsuperscript{60} This is no surprise, as the previous section concluded drone strikes are illegal unless an armed conflict is in place. An armed conflict is necessary because IHL supersedes any conflicting HRL for the parties of an armed conflict, which effectively relaxes the limitations on the use of force and concerns over proportionality, increasing acceptable justifications for killing.\textsuperscript{61} Yet, the United Nations contends that IHL is, in fact, not more permissive than HRL because of a “strict IHL requirement that lethal force be necessary,” similar to the requirement mandated by HRL.\textsuperscript{62} But, because IHL does relax standards for collateral damage, capture, arrest, detention, and extradition, the appeal of classifying hostilities as an armed conflict is obvious.\textsuperscript{63}
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It is important to reiterate that even in an NIAC, prohibitions on arbitrary deprivations of life are still in effect. However, as mentioned previously, IHL supersedes conflicting HRLs during an armed conflict; thus, the applicable standard for arbitrary deprivation of life depends on IHL. This body of law operates under three guiding principles of proportionality, distinction, and necessity. Proportionality governs the standard for arbitrary deprivation of life and is treated differently under IHL and HRL. The former compares collateral damage to civilians against “the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated,” while the latter considers damage to the target as well. This effectively allows for an operation causing some collateral damage under IHL as long as it does not exceed the military value gained. A similar operation would be illegal under HRL. Distinction requires separation of armed forces and civilians, and necessity requires that the use of force be unavoidable to achieve the desired objective and no more force is used than is required.

IHL also includes customary laws, which are applicable in all armed conflicts without ratification or consent by the parties. Over the years, the customary law aspect has become expansive, growing to include over 161 accepted and categorized rules. Applicable rules include prohibitions against the denial of quarter, which also prohibits killing all survivors, obligations that “each party . . . must do everything feasible to verify that targets are military objectives,” prohibitions on murder of civilians, guarantees to a fair trial for all civilians and prisoners-of-war, protections
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against “persons Hors de Combat,” or people who are no longer participating in hostilities due to injury, sickness, detention, or surrender, and obligations to respect family life.

To complicate matters further, the codified IHL applies differently to NIACs than it does to IACs, with less than thirty treaty rules applicable to NIACs, compared to almost six hundred rules applicable to IACs. To address this, customary IHL, which is applicable to all parties of a conflict without ratification, is used to fill in many of the gaps. Still, even with customary law to supplement treaty rules, the lack of applicable IHL can cause conflicts in interpretation and application. The most important difference in IHL application to an NIAC is the inability to afford members of armed forces a “combatant” or “prisoner-of-war” status. These status terms give certain rights to members of each state’s armed forces: “combatants” forego their protection from direct attack and “prisoners-of-war” receive protection from prosecution for acts committed during war. In an NIAC, armed forces are deemed to be civilians who “directly participate in hostilities” instead of “combatants.” While directly taking part in hostilities, these civilians also forego protection against direct attack “for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.” The lack of clarity surrounding what constitutes directly participating in hostilities has led to controversy and remains subject to a state’s own interpretation.
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It follows that drone strikes may not be legal in an NIAC. Necessity must outweigh collateral damage to justify lethal force and certain actions are prohibited under IHL, such as the targeting of civilians. Also, the ambiguity in applying international law to an NIAC compounds this problem. This makes a generalization regarding drone strikes’ legality as a whole necessarily inaccurate regarding NIACs; therefore, specific instances of drone usage must be analyzed to determine legality. These individual analyses are performed in Section III below.

E. INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT

As briefly discussed above, IACs are conflicts between two or more states, according to Common Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.\cite{31st International Conference, supra note 39, at 7} While NIACs are typically determined by looking at the organization of opposing forces and both the duration and intensity of hostilities, traditionally these factors do not come into play in analyzing IACs.\cite{Id. at 7–8 (refuting recent debate that a minimum threshold of intensity or duration should exist)} IHL also applies in full effect to IACs and is considerably better understood in this scenario than when it is applied to NIACs. This section will analyze first the defining characteristics of IHL in relation to an IAC and second instances of IACs in relation to U.S. drone activity.

As with NIACs, IHL principles of proportionality, distinction, and necessity apply to IACs, prohibiting attacks that cause excessive loss of civilian life, direct attacks on civilians, and the use of excessive force. Customary IHL also applies to IACs. However, unlike NIACs, IHL does recognize “combatant” and “prisoner-of-war” statuses in an IAC. While this still allows for direct targeting of combatants, it prevents legal prosecution against those combatants for the acts committed during hostilities, except for war crimes. Immediately, it is apparent that this legal protection is undesirable in the context of terrorist organizations. If captured terrorists were protected as “prisoners-of-war,” they would have to be released without legal penalties at the conclusion of the conflict. Because of the stigma and illegality of terrorist acts, it is obvious that a state would want the ability to prosecute any individuals for crimes committed during terrorist activity. One can assume it is for this reason that the United States chooses to classify its hostilities with terrorist
organizations as an NIAC—precisely to prevent granting members of the opposing armed forces “prisoner-of-war” protection.

Of the different operations conducted by the United States, only the early operations in Afghanistan and Iraq actually amount to IACs.90 This is apparent because in each instance the United States was in conflict with the government of another state. In Afghanistan, for instance, the United States came to the aid of the Northern Alliance, a non-state armed group, which was engaged with the Taliban regime in power at the time.91 It is important to note that both Afghanistan and Iraq ceased to be IACs near the end of the hostilities when the respective opposing governments were overthrown, thus transitioning them to NIACs.92 In no other instance has the United States taken part in hostilities with another state’s armed forces. Thus, because the two U.S. operations that did constitute IACs have since ceased to be IACs, no more analysis will be spent on the applicable laws for this scenario.

F. THE AMBIGUITY IN APPLICABLE INTERNATIONAL LAW

The diversity of available classifications and indeterminacy of IHL regarding what constitutes each type of conflict exacerbates the controversy of whether U.S. drone strikes are legal under IHL. Moreover, some argue that the United States’ “global war on terror” does not fit into the existing classifications because the criteria in place do not encompass modern changes in combat.93 ICRC maintains that an additional criterion for “terrorist” activities has “little added value,” since existing international law already prohibits “acts of terrorism” and allows for prosecution of war crimes during armed conflicts.94 Nonetheless, for the purposes of this Note, it is sufficient to recognize that there is no consensus on whether, and to what extent, U.S. drone strikes may constitute a conflict.
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III. CURRENT ISSUES CONCERNING DRONE STRIKES & POTENTIAL WAR CRIMES

Due to the widespread use of drones and the questionable tactics they utilize, many instances of U.S. drone strikes do not appear to comport with international law. Therefore, they may constitute war crimes. The Section below summarizes specific questionable instances of drone usage that will be analyzed in light of the applicable laws from Section II above.

A. TARGETING CIVILIANS AND SIGNATURE STRIKES

Perhaps the most widespread controversy surrounds the number of civilian casualties associated with drone strikes and the methods of targeting suspected terrorists. A striking example of such tactics occurred in mid-2009 when the Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”) killed a mid-ranking Taliban commander with the intention of using “his body as bait to hook a larger fish.” 95 It was expected that the leader of the Pakistan Taliban at the time would attend the deceased commander’s funeral, which he did along with as many as five thousand other people, including civilians.96 Still, this did not stop the CIA from striking the funeral, killing between sixty and eighty-three people.97 It is estimated that as many as forty-five of the deaths from this attack were civilian casualties, including ten children and four tribal leaders.98 Still, out of all of this death, the Taliban leader escaped unharmed and was attacked in another strike six months later.99

Another controversial method for targeting terrorists is known as a “signature strike,” a tactic pioneered by the Obama Administration. In these operations, the identity of the targeted individual(s) remains unknown. The strike is based merely on observation of “suspicious buildings or activities.” 100 In addition to the unknown identity of the target, this practice purportedly requires no evidence of a threat to the United
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States. Signature strikes tend to produce higher levels of civilian casualties than other drone strikes because of the loosely profiled targets.

The controversy in operations such as these stems from both the ambiguity regarding whether the deceased posed any threat to the United States and the U.S. government’s own lack of information and transparency surrounding the operations. Besides providing no information to justify the necessity and proportionality required under IHL, the government does not release specific casualty figures to the public. With a lack of reliable data and information, many independent sources can only speculate as to the number of civilian casualties associated with U.S. drone strikes in the past decade. Moreover, these independent sources may suffer from bias. Despite these shortcomings, independent casualty estimates typically range from 4000–5000 people, including hundreds of civilians and children. This estimate is directly at odds with repeated statements by U.S. government officials, including President Obama, reassuring the public that all operations are a “targeted, focused effort” without “a huge number of civilian casualties.” CIA Director John Brennan once claimed that not “a single collateral death” had taken place from June 2010 to June 2011. Other officials are more candid, with one senator estimating the casualty rate at 4700 and admitting that civilians were included. Other sources present drastically different estimates. Pakistani sources claim that an average of fifty civilians are killed for every terrorist, equating to an accuracy of two percent. While this statistic may seem extreme, a prominent American think tank, the Brookings Institute, arrived at a similar, more conservative, estimate of ten civilians killed for every terrorist—an accuracy of ten percent. Other independent American
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sources estimate that, of the total number of casualties, children composed 5.5 percent and civilians 16.7 percent of victims, while “high-profile individuals” were only about 1.5 percent.110

Part of the discrepancy between such casualty estimates might be attributed to the manner in which investigators classify individuals in drone-strike zones. Numerous reports allege that the current U.S. administration uses sweeping generalizations when classifying targets, such as classifying all military-aged males in a strike zone as “militants,”111 or classifying children as militants rather than civilians because of heightened concerns of terrorists recruiting children.112 On the other hand, a Pakistani high court, in considering whether American drone strikes violated international law, reportedly included damage to livestock and cattle in its number of “civilian casualties.”113 If true, this could account for the low civilian casualties official U.S. sources report when compared to the drastic and unsettling figures given by unofficial or foreign sources.

This problem is aggravated by the fact that a remarkably small number of targets are ever captured rather than killed.114 It is alarming that there is an “overwhelming reliance” on lethal force because customary IHL prohibits denial of quarter.115 This prohibition does not require giving an enemy the opportunity to surrender, nor does it create a duty to capture; however, it does prohibit ordering the execution of all survivors.116 The
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current CIA director has publicly declared that the United States has no preference for killing suspected terrorists rather than capturing them, and has stated that the United States “only undertake[s] lethal force when [it] believe[s] that capturing the individual is not feasible.”\footnote{117} Yet, out of the over three thousand people killed by drone strikes, only a “handful” have been captured.\footnote{118} Indeed, Amnesty International has noted that the United States has never “mentioned the words ‘human rights’” when discussing civilian casualties, elaborating that “the human rights standards and any criticisms based upon them have simply been ignored.”\footnote{119} In fact, the U.S. government is likely aware of the reliance on lethal force, but has taken years to correct the problem. For example, Hellfire missiles, the bombs currently equipped on armed drones and used on individuals, were developed to destroy armed tanks and bunkers, but only in the past few years have defense companies begun to consider alternatives.\footnote{120}

Still, the imbalance in the number of prisoners relative to casualties may be partly attributed to the nature of drone operations. Drones are not able to capture targets themselves and most drone operations are not supported by ground troops in the area.\footnote{121} The imbalance may also be attributed to the U.S. policy regarding when capture is considered “feasible.”\footnote{122} This policy considers the risk of American casualties, the resistance of foreign authorities to incursions by U.S. ground forces, and the decreasing need of interrogation as the terrorist threat wanes.\footnote{123} Despite this, critics continue to claim that such criteria are subjective and opine that the main reason for the government’s preference for killing rather than capturing targets is rooted in convenience rather than necessity.\footnote{124}

Even in the midst of an armed conflict, targeting civilians and the use of signature strikes seems to violate international law. On their face, these acts appear to breach IHL’s principles of proportionality and necessity.
Signature strikes, for example, do not verify that the target is actually a threat and that violence is necessary for protection. Both of these standards must be met under IHL. Targeting civilians also violates the principle of distinction, prohibitions on murdering civilians, and a civilian’s right to a fair trial, in addition to the principles of proportionality and necessity. The prohibition on denial of quarter may also be violated if the United States is intentionally avoiding any possibility of capturing its targets; yet, such intentions cannot be confirmed because of the secrecy surrounding drone strikes.

Outside the context of an armed conflict, the concern over targeting civilians becomes even more pronounced. Under HRL, lethal force can only be used in cases of strict necessity, allowing civilian casualties to be permitted in very few scenarios. Moreover, the identity of the target in signature strikes remains unknown, precluding confirmation that the target is not a civilian or that lethal force is necessary. Thus, in the absence of an armed conflict, targeting civilians and signature strikes would be illegal under the HRL.

In the end, however, both tactics of targeting civilians and signature strikes cannot be properly analyzed due to a deficiency of information regarding the drone operations themselves, the lack of accurate casualty numbers and accurate identification of these casualties, and repeated attempts by the U.S. government to justify its actions through international law. Without more information, it cannot be determined whether the United States committed war crimes through the use of drone strikes in an armed conflict by violating IHL. While President Obama has publicly claimed he is committed to increasing transparency surrounding drone strikes, adequate government information regarding such strikes has yet to be released.

B. TARGETING FIRST RESPONDERS

The United States is also accused of attacking people immediately responding to assist survivors of drone strikes. These attacks on “first
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responders” violate customary IHL relating to the prohibition on denial of quarter, attacks against “persons Hors de Combat,” and treaty rules relating to distinction. The United States has responded to allegations of such activity by reaffirming that drone operations remain “a targeted, focused effort” and downplaying estimates of civilian casualties. Still, there is widespread demand for accountability for perceived war crimes and the detrimental effects such strikes have on civilian populations.

From May 2009 to June 2011, international news agencies reported fifteen separate armed drone attacks on rescuers, with local researchers independently confirming ten of the reported attacks. Such instances were again corroborated in a joint study by Stanford Law School and New York University School of Law. In these reported instances, the U.S. launched two missiles per target, with the second hitting seconds or minutes after the first. In the joint study, one interviewee described witnessing a drone strike only a few hundred meters away and approaching the wrecked vehicle to check for survivors. Upon nearing the vehicle, a voice from the wreckage asked him to leave immediately in case another missile struck, which occurred moments later as he was returning to his own vehicle.

Such reports are particularly relevant because intentional attacks on rescuers are unjustifiable and illegal under both HRL and IHL. HRL’s prohibition on lethal force does not allow justifications for targeting those attempting to help the injured, regardless of the cause of their injury. Second, IHL’s prohibition on targeting persons Hors de Combat prevents targeting injured armed forces because they are, by definition, a person outside of the conflict. Third, IHL’s denial of quarter prohibition also
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prevents attacking a combatant once they are taken out of combat, such as by injury.\textsuperscript{137}

Still, the United States stands by its secretive policies, asserting that they are indeed legal.\textsuperscript{138} There is some unofficial speculation, however, indicating that the United States does not intentionally target rescuers but is instead attempting to make up for the inaccuracy and unreliability of the missiles used in drone strikes.\textsuperscript{139} If true, this would raise IHL proportionality and distinction concerns regarding the ability of drones to inflict damage only to the intended targets. Yet, until the United States officially makes a statement, the motivations behind these reported operations remain unknown.

Transnational and non-governmental organizations ("NGOs") also took up arms once the reports mentioned above arose and, shortly after, U.N. special rapporteur Christof Heyns spoke in Geneva, declaring drone strikes targeting rescuers to be "war crimes," and asserting "there is no doubt about the law."\textsuperscript{140} The International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic of Stanford Law School and the Global Justice Clinic at New York University School of Law also ran a joint study calling for accountability by the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{141} These reactions stem from the illegality of attacking rescuers and the detrimental effects such tactics have on civilian populations. The practice of using two strikes for each target effectively discourages rescuers from helping any survivors of a first attack.\textsuperscript{142} Locals are reportedly so fearful of multiple strikes in succession that for "two or three hours nobody goes close to [the location of the strike]" and the identities of the victims often remain a mystery until it is thought safe to approach.\textsuperscript{143} Furthermore, substantive accounts of people residing near the strikes describe life beneath the constant surveillance of drones as "hell on earth."\textsuperscript{144}
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C. LACK OF AN ARMED CONFLICT

Not all agree with the United States’ opinion that it is in an NIAC with terrorist organizations and argue that such hostilities do not constitute an armed conflict. As discussed above, the United States frames its hostilities with terrorist organizations as an NIAC that spans multiple states, specifically a “transnational” NIAC. However, as an armed conflict requires a minimum threshold of intensity and organization of the opposing armed forces, critics voice concern over whether such thresholds have been reached. Specifically, the United States often considers multiple terrorist organizations as part of a single group in which the individual organizations would otherwise not satisfy the requisite level of organization necessary to qualify as non-state armed forces. Amnesty International has described such organizations as “a diffuse network,” advocating that these hostilities are not armed conflicts. A critic has even analogized the United States’ grouping of terrorist organizations as similar to grouping together the “Korean war, the Vietnam war, and the Cuban Missile Crisis,” combined with any communist sympathizers worldwide, as “part of a single armed conflict.”

In the absence of an armed conflict, HRL acts as the governing body of law. It is worth reiterating here that under HRL intentional killings such as those performed by drone strikes would be illegal and, if civilian casualties occurred, they would be war crimes. This is because HRL views hostilities from a law enforcement standpoint, which only permits
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intentional lethal force in instances of “strict” necessity in response to a threat to life. Analysts also find that the technologically unique nature of drones poses no problem for applying HRL because the weapons they deploy are not novel.

Still, transnational organizations have shown caution in accusing the United States of war crimes in violation of international HRL, recognizing that a reliable conclusion is impossible without more information surrounding its drone operations. Amnesty International, for example, approaches the question of determining whether a conflict exists in specific instances “on a case-by-case basis,” recognizing that conflicts may come in to and out of existence. Yet, from available information, it appears that multiple drone strikes by the United States do appear to be illegal when viewed in light of HRL, which is the governing law in the absence of an armed conflict.

D. VIOLATIONS OF OTHER NATION’S SOVEREIGNTY

The issue of state sovereignty is not a problem for some U.S. drone operations because the states exposed to them consent to the activities. Yemen, for example, informed a special rapporteur of the United Nations that the United States “routinely seeks prior consent.” Yet in other states, like Pakistan, the government publicly admonishes the United States for operations in their territory and claims that such acts are in violation of their sovereignty. Under U.N. Charter Article 2 paragraph 4, as discussed above, states are prohibited from using force in another state’s territory without consent unless responding to an attack in self-defense or with permission from the U.N. Security Council. Thus, without the consent of the states where drones are active and without endorsement from the U.N. Security Council, the United States must rely on the right of self-defense grounded in international law. However, controversy surrounds the United States’ interpretations of what constitutes justified self-defense. Despite
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this, evidence does exist showing that Pakistan quietly acquiesced to U.S.
drone operations, which would make any debate surrounding self-defense
irrelevant in this instance.

The government of Pakistan publicly takes the position that it is
opposed to U.S. drone operations carried out in its airspace. Especially
within the last year, U.S. operations have been called illegal under
international law and a violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty. 159 Recently, a
Pakistan high court officially ruled that the “random” drone strikes in
Pakistan are a “war crime” and a “blatant violation of basic human
rights.” 160 Of the rulings’ foundations, one important factor the court
considered was the cruelty to animals and collateral damage to livestock,
which was then added to “civilian casualties.” 161 Although the United
States was not a party to the case and the court has admitted it lacks the
ability to force the U.S. government to provide compensation for its crimes,
the court did instruct the Pakistani government to file complaints with the
United States—and if the United States did not comply, to “sever all ties
with the U.S.A.” and deny access to Pakistani facilities. 162 In a recent drone
strike to receive popular media attention, which occurred November 1st,
2013, and allegedly killed Pakistani Taliban leader Hakimulla Mehsud, the
Pakistan government condemned the attacks and voiced concerns over
how such operations make it impossible to create peace in the region. 163

Without Pakistani consent, the United States is only allowed to use
force in Pakistan’s territory under Article 2 paragraph 4 of the U.N. Charter
as self-defense “in response to an armed attack or imminent threat, and
where the host state is unwilling or unable to take appropriate action.” 164
As discussed above, the United States employs three tests to determine
when self-defense may be justified. Here, two were possibly in effect,
either as a response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, or as
pre-emptive self-defense against the continuing threat of suspected terrorist
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organizations in Northern Pakistan.\textsuperscript{165} While the first test (responding to actual attacks) used by the United States is generally accepted, there is growing international consensus that too much time has passed since the 2001 attacks to justify such prolonged operations.\textsuperscript{166} Although more controversial, the second test (pre-emptive self-defense) is still asserted by some scholars and officials. This test appears to hold less water than the self-defense theory based on the 2001 attacks, as evidenced by analysts finding a lack of significant evidence to support a similar claim also applying to North Pakistan.\textsuperscript{167} Other analysts conclude that self-defense may be justified only against an actual attack.\textsuperscript{168} Moreover, Amnesty International believes a pre-emptive self-defense theory is legally implausible and has “grave implications” for possible human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{169} Indeed, the ICJ has ruled that self-defense is limited by proportionality to only the attack justifying its use and is still bound by IHL principles of necessity and distinction.\textsuperscript{170} Amnesty International takes this position, interpreting Article 51 to allow for self-defense only “after an attack has already taken place and only on a temporary basis pending action by the U.N. Security Council.”\textsuperscript{171} Amnesty International continues to speculate that such an interpretation does not justify the “global” U.S. policy of “deliberate killing.”\textsuperscript{172} Some hold even stronger views, arguing that self-defense can never justify an armed attack against terrorist organizations since terrorist acts are inherently criminal and not capable of constituting armed attacks for the purposes of self-defense.\textsuperscript{173}

According to the United States, a second prong of the requirement for extraterritorial self-defense is that the other country must be “unwilling or unable” to independently confront the non-state armed group.\textsuperscript{174} This test is
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heavily grounded in recent tradition, having stemmed from the Reagan administration, and has been subsequently adopted by all successive administrations, thus the emphasis on the continuity of the United States’ opinions on the subject.\textsuperscript{175} Support for this test is found in the practice of other states as well.\textsuperscript{176} The United States justifies its claim that Pakistan is unwilling or unable to address terrorist activity in its territory based on suspicions that the Pakistani government playing both sides by supporting terrorism and combating it selectively.\textsuperscript{177} Still, much like other legal interpretation surrounding drone strikes, not all agree that this test comports with the U.N. Charter.\textsuperscript{178} Some believe that it is in fact contradictory.\textsuperscript{179}

To complicate matters further, recent reports indicate that leaked documents dating back to 2010 show that the Pakistani government has secretly agreed to the drone strikes despite public outcry.\textsuperscript{180} The reports, which span years of U.S.-Pakistani collusion, detailed drone strikes, maps, and photos that were reportedly provided to, and then secretly endorsed by, the Pakistani government. These reports were implicitly confirmed when one U.S. House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee member, Rep. Alan Grayson, said on record that “drone strikes ‘could end tomorrow’” if Pakistan wanted them to.\textsuperscript{181} If true, secret Pakistani consent would eliminate concerns regarding the violation of the state’s sovereignty. However, while Pakistan is the most prominent state in regards to this debate, the United States conducts armed drone strikes in other states that may not have consented the way Pakistan apparently has.
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Ultimately, whether the United States is conducting drone operations in violation of the prohibition on the use of force under Article 2 paragraph 4 depends on which government’s rhetoric is believed and which test for self-defense is applied. While it seems unlikely that the Pakistani government would publicly admonish the United States while secretly permitting the drone strikes, the possibility cannot be discounted. Without a state’s consent, the United States must justify its actions under the right of self-defense. Moreover, the United States’ unique tests for self-defense are not shared by the international community, which hinders attempts to reach a consensus on whether the use of self-defense is justified. Even if pre-emptive self-defense were accepted internationally, Amnesty International and the ICJ are likely correct in concluding that such a theory still does not encompass the hostilities between the United States and terrorist organizations. Thus, the only means the United States has available to avoid violating Article 2 paragraph 4 is through Pakistani consent because there is no justification for the use of self-defense applicable to the ongoing hostilities. Again, the conflicting reports on whether Pakistan actually consents to U.S. operations prevent conclusively determining whether U.S. drone strikes actually do violate Pakistani sovereignty.

E. CONCLUSION

In sum, many U.S. drone strikes appear to violate international law and thus constitute war crimes. Specifically, tactics such as targeting civilians and first responders, using signature strikes, grouping together separate and isolated terrorist groups to justify classification as an armed conflict, and operating within Pakistan without the state’s consent are illegal under IHL. In the absence of an armed conflict, wherein HRL functions as the governing law, these acts are even more clearly illegal.

All the issues discussed above, however, share a lack of reliable, official information needed to conduct a sufficient analysis of the legality of U.S. drone operations. Some instances apparently violate international laws and do not have possible justifications to excuse such action, and the issues discussed above include the most flagrant candidates. Still, near unanimous demand for the United States to increase transparency and take accountability for its actions is gaining momentum in the international arena. As both international and domestic pressure increases, the United States may begin declassifying information to appease popular demand,
which would allow for definitive analysis and the controversy surrounding drone strike legality to be put to rest. \(^\text{182}\) Indeed, in 2014 the U.S. attorney general declassified a memo to the President from 2010 dealing with the legality of targeting American citizens suspected of terrorism against the U.S. while abroad, signaling a possible change in the government’s policy. \(^\text{183}\)

IV. A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE U.S. RESPONSE TO INTERNATIONAL WAR CRIME ACCUSATIONS

This Section will analyze the United States’ current political stance and foreign policies adopted in response to the international desire for increased transparency and accusations of international law violations. The analysis will take into account international relations theories that may potentially explain U.S. actions. First, the discussion will focus on the U.S. response to international fervor by contrasting official claims with factual data. Second, a possible explanation is posited for why the present disagreement exists at all. Finally, the U.S. response is framed based on the realism theory of international relations and specific variants therein.

A. THE U.S. RESPONSE

Due to the far-reaching outcry from transnational organizations, NGOs, and other countries, the United States has noticed the tension. United States officials have recently repeated that drone strikes in Pakistan, and indeed the entirety of the “war on terror,” are not indefinite and may end “very, very soon.” \(^\text{184}\) Still, the United States stands by its reassurances that such operations are legal under international law, but has not released
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Regardless of what government officials say, independently collected statistics regarding drone strikes show that U.S. operations have drastically decreased in 2012 and 2013 compared to the two years prior, which lends credibility to the statements made. In fact, in recent months, drone strikes in Pakistan have recently ceased, corresponding with diplomatic discussions between the Pakistani government and terrorist organizations. Nonetheless, international condemnation of drones appears to be continuing, as the European Union recently passed legislation banning the use of drones outside designated armed conflicts.

In a deviation from its past claims that the “war on terror” is ongoing, the Obama administration is now asserting that efforts are being made to bring drone strikes to an end while also reassessing current tactics employed against terrorist organizations. These reassurances were reiterated by the U.S. Secretary of State in meetings with Pakistani officials, which implicitly signals that such a policy shift is partially to repair strained relations with the Pakistani government. Critics are skeptical and they speculate that while the processes to externalize drone strike authorization from the White House may “take a more traditional form with a law-enforcement lead,” drone strikes will not stop. The actual motivations behind the policy shift remain unclear, with critics saying that the change was begrudgingly adopted only as a response to “a
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By contrast, an intelligence official posited that the decrease in drone strikes has been due to the fact that they were so effective; thus, the United States is running out of drone targets. Still, other independent studies cast doubt on whether drone strikes are really as effective as drone advocates claim.

What available and reliable information can confirm is that drone strikes have decreased in the past two years, which supports the claims by U.S. officials. For example, in Pakistan, the most active territory for U.S. drone operations, not a single strike has occurred this year. This represents a drastic decrease from the height of drone activity in the region in 2010, in which 122 drone strikes occurred in Pakistan alone. Indeed, the trend appears to be continuing with fewer drone strikes launched in 2014 than in any other year under Obama’s presidency.

Even as drone strikes decrease, the United States adamantly defends its decision to use such tactics. Following the publication of the reports discussed in this Note, a White House spokesman stated that the United States “would strongly disagree” with any accusations of illegal activity under international law. The spokesman went on to defend drone strikes as “the course of action least likely to result in the loss of innocent life.” No information has been released to confirm these claims. Still, the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee took the first steps toward credibly supporting these claims by approving legislation that requires U.S. spy agencies to disclose drone injuries and casualties. Even with this small step toward transparency, the language agreed upon was still not disclosed.
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as some politicians felt that covert operations should not be promulgated in a public law.\textsuperscript{201}

B. DIVERGENT INTERPRETATIONS

The current debate over U.S. compliance with international law is surprising given that the United States was a primary actor in the creation of many of the applicable international legal principles. Furthermore, the United States is a signatory to the International Bill of Human Rights, all four Geneva Conventions, and both the Additional Protocols, which include the applicable HRL, IHL, and \textit{jus ad bellum}. Additionally, international relations theory accepts the fact that it is uncommon for a state to withdraw from a treaty once the ratification process is complete.\textsuperscript{202} An economic analysis reaches the same conclusion: it is a waste of a state’s effort and resources to negotiate and ratify a treaty if the state did not intend to comply with the terms.

So what led to the rift between the United States’ and the international community’s interpretation of international law on drone strikes? It likely came about due to the divergent interpretations of various forms of international law.\textsuperscript{203} The fact that law is open to multiple interpretations is “obvious with respect to international law.”\textsuperscript{204} International legal theory supports this hypothesis; it is recognized that if interpretations change the scope or substance of a law to the detriment of a powerful state, that state may act to promote reinterpretation of the law or refuse to continue to comply.\textsuperscript{205} This also comports with the theory that a state will not expend effort to ratify a treaty with no intent to comply.\textsuperscript{206}
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To focus on the U.S. interpretation of the law strengthens this hypothesis and allows for a connection with domestic politics. Neomi Rao, a law professor with experience as legal counsel for the White House, details how “internal disputes among the agencies that handle questions of international law are commonplace.” These interpretive conflicts among the agencies “thereby shape the scope and form of compliance” with international law itself. The interpretive conflict exists primarily because the agencies involved have agendas and ideologies that often collide with one another and offer the executive branch conflicting interpretations of law. These conflicting interpretations, coupled with a deficiency in the executive branch for properly adjudicating these conflicts, ultimately lead to the agencies “taking advantage of indeterminacy in international law.”

This bureaucratic turmoil, occurring over a period of fifty years, shows how a state’s interpretation of international law can shift concurrently with domestic politics.

The U.S. response over the past decade is an apparent fit with rhetoric advanced by the United States. First, it is clear from the ongoing international debate surrounding the application of international laws to drone operations that the United States and the international community disagree on the subject. Second, international relations theory predicts a powerful country may act to reinterpret a conflicting law or refuse compliance; the United States has done both. By reiterating its opinio juris that drone strikes are legal and satisfy obligations under international law, the U.S. government can be seen as promoting re-analysis of the situation. Although overarching secrecy effectively hindered any effective reinterpretation, the effort was made nonetheless. While defending its legal position, the United States did not change its tactics or reduce the frequency of drone strikes until recently. Furthermore, the United States refused to comply with laws that would have stopped what is possibly its most effective strategy for combating terrorism. Lastly, U.S. noncompliance can be seen as stemming from either capacity limitations or significant changes over time.
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considerations concerning terrorist operations make the use of traditional air strikes and ground forces ineffective due to the urban settings and civilian nature of the enemy. Moreover, the manner of warfare has drastically shifted since the ratification of these international laws, especially in relation to terrorists combating a powerful nation, which involves using civilian populations as cover and operating from crowded areas.

This analysis shows that the United States likely ratified these treaties with the intention of compliance and either believes it is still in compliance or was pushed into noncompliance by apparent necessity. Such factors would offset the standard behavior of a state to comply with a treaty that it spent time and resources ratifying and explains the U.S. interpretation and behavior relating to international laws with respect to drone strikes.

C. A REALIST ANALYSIS

Within international relations theory, realism is the traditional and arguably most prevalent school of thought. Realism manifests itself in various forms, yet all these manifestations share several commonalities. First, realism views the state as the primary actor on the international stage. Second, each state desires certain interests that it will attempt to fulfill. Third, each state possesses certain “material power capabilities” it employs in an attempt to fulfill those interests. In light of these core assumptions, three causal claims are typically advanced: (1) states use their power to advance their interests and enshrine those interests in international law; (2) a state may be better off with international law than it would be without it; and (3) if an international law and the long-term interests of a powerful state conflict, the powerful state will refuse to comply with the law. Thus, most schools of realism focus on the relationship between states’ comparative power and the interests desired. More recent schools expand the theory by attempting to incorporate self-interest and factors extraneous to the state. Nonetheless, the most distinguishing aspect of realism is the emphasis on the state as the primary actor and the lack of an “overarching authority to enforce rules.”
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It is because of the third causal claim, which asserts that a powerful state will ignore an international law if it conflicts with the state’s long-term interests, that realism potentially finds substantive application in light of the situation surrounding U.S. drone strikes. Analyzed in light of realist assumptions, the current situation may be seen as the United States, a powerful state, desiring to promote its interests through its overseas hostilities. Yet, as discussed above, the international community interprets international law as prohibiting actions taken by the United States and rejects the United States’ interpretation that its actions are legal. Realism predicts under these circumstances that the United States, the powerful state, will ignore the conflicting laws and instead solely advance its interests. One prominent realist scholar has recognized that realist assumptions also “makes it easy for the strong to . . . violate the law.”\footnote{216}{Alexander Thompson, Coercive Enforcement of International Law in INTERDISC. PERSPECTIVE ON INT’L LAW AND INT’L RELATIONS, at 514.} Indeed, the most profound examples of powerful states violating the law are in security affairs surrounding terrorism, such as the United States’ invasion of Iraq.\footnote{217}{Id.} Still, there exists a more critical viewpoint—the concept of an “organized hypocrisy” by powerful states wherein these states regularly disregard other nations’ sovereignty and intervene in the affairs of weaker states.\footnote{218}{Steinberg, supra note 205, at 158.} Regardless of the reasons for why the United States may not comply, it is clear that realism predicts non-compliance, whether as routine or as an exception to standard procedure.

Indeed, in the first decade of armed drone strikes, this prediction of non-compliance correlated almost perfectly with U.S. foreign policy. The United States continued its drone operations and even increased their usage dramatically in 2008 when President Obama took office. However, current U.S. policy may not correlate with such a prediction. The recent reports discussed above, which recognize that the United States may be changing its policies, might undermine the application of realism to this situation. This determination hinges on the motivations behind the U.S. policy shift, which, as previously discussed, are unclear and may be attributable to international pressure, military effectiveness, or possibly the United States shifting its interpretation of international law to align with that of the international community. If it is the latter, or something similar, then such motivations misalign with what realism would predict.
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Realism could still accurately model the current U.S. foreign policy surrounding drone strikes, if one limits the claim that a powerful state will ignore a conflicting law to only the existence of the conflicting law itself, and not include international political pressure.\textsuperscript{219} In this interpretation, the United States did act in ongoing noncompliance with the conflicting law itself, but it eventually succumbed to international political pressure and “worldwide condemnation.”\textsuperscript{220} In this manner, the continuation of U.S. drone strikes may be seen as an exemplary instance of a powerful state refusing to comply with international law that conflicts with its desire to further its interests. Alternatively, from a critical perspective, a traditional realist model would postulate that the United States has no intention of ending drone strikes and is instead employing a red herring to move the issue out of the spotlight by adopting rhetoric that correlates with popular opinion and apparently appeases the international community. Yet, it is likely these theories are too critical or require too narrow an interpretation of a causal claim to hold much water.

From a different perspective, new schools of thought within realism have begun to identify and address instances where realist premises do not align with actual state action. One such critique posits that these instances constitute “hard cases” for realism, where a state’s desire for power contradicts “international institutions, rules, or norms,” thus leading states to exit treaties based on “their relative power capabilities.”\textsuperscript{221} In this theory of “constrained realism,”\textsuperscript{222} these hard cases arise due to international institutions with a high degree of “legalization,” or “the degree of obligation, precision, and delegation achieved by regime rules,” and “enmeshment,” or a state’s involvement with the institution or regime.\textsuperscript{223} Institutions and regimes are formed due to states’ cooperation in specific areas, in which the rules and customs created by the cooperation act as the foundation.\textsuperscript{224} This school of thought also recognizes that a state may not always obey international rules or laws, even within a regime to which the state belongs. Again, this is based on the traditional realist concern of
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relative power. Yet, the central premise is that such institutions do strengthen enforceability of international law through legalization and enmeshment, which creates incentives that would persuade even a powerful state to comply with an undesirable law.

Constrained realism apparently fills many of the shortcomings revealed in a traditional realist model when applied to U.S. drone operations. While traditional realism claims that a powerful state will not comply with a conflicting international law no longer fits with U.S. action, constrained realism accounts for the existence of motivators that would convince even a powerful state such as the United States to change its position. Here, the institution or “regime” that the United States belongs to includes signatories to the HRL and IHL treaties and organizations such as the United Nations, which also exhibit the high degrees of “legalization” and “enmeshment” required to create a “highly legalized” institution or regime necessary to influence a state’s behavior in light of power concerns.

Abbott, Slaughter, and Snidal have defined “legalization” as referencing particular characteristics an institution/regime may possess, which are defined along the dimensions of “obligation, precision, and delegation,” although characteristics across all three dimensions are not necessary. This high degree of legalization occurs over time from states ratifying individual treaties that complement one another to effectively become expansive, which occurred within this regime through the four Geneva Conventions, the two Additional Protocols, the U.N. Charter, and the various weapons conventions and treaties signed into HRL. “Enmeshment” refers to the domestic effect of increased “legalization,” in which a state’s domestic values and laws shift to support “regime” rules due to increased efficiency from being a member of the “regime.” As a state’s domestic identity aligns closer to that of the institution or regime, this “enmeshment” functions as a compliance mechanism because “their entanglement with the regime makes exit difficult.” Additionally, as a state becomes more intertwined in a particular institution or regime, its reputation among its fellow members becomes a more powerful motivating factor. Based on this analysis, the U.S. policy shift may be attributed to the
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“highly legalized” institutions and regimes that the United States has “enmeshed” itself with over the last century as human rights has gained international and domestic support and momentum. This analysis still allows for adverse state action, which also may explain the slow policy shift by the United States.

Indeed, some scholars recognize the increased power of reputation in the modern international community. Berkeley School of Law Professor Andrew Guzman notes that if reputation is not accounted for when modeling international relations, a unitary model such as realism will lack an important factor of analysis.\textsuperscript{231} Guzman is not alone in his analysis; another legal scholar notes that reputation plays a greater role in international relations than is commonly realized and can even impact state action in the highly volatile field of national defense, an area where realist assumptions probably hold most true.\textsuperscript{232} Reputation often complements existing unitary models; for example, it acts as another motivating factor in the “constrained realism” model discussed above. Moreover, without including factors unique to a particular situation, such as reputation in the international arena, models that could lend an explanation to state action become inapplicable. Thus, it is critical to take reputation into account when considering U.S. actions regarding the drone controversy. Furthermore, reputation will continue to exert an increasing influence over powerful states as the international community becomes more intertwined.

In sum, it is important to take note of the diversity of possible explanations for U.S. conduct. This spectrum is partly due to the variance in perspectives within the field of realism, but more so from the secrecy surrounding U.S. operations. The need for alternative theories within a particular discipline stems from the lack of data, which allows more than one model to fit a given situation. For example, it remains unclear whether traditional realism explains and predicts U.S. action more accurately than constrained realism because the motivation behind the U.S. government policy shift is unknown. This problem, among others that stem from a lack of transparency, acts as part of the driving factor behind the international pressure mounting against the United States’ secret drone operations.


In conclusion, the United States is apparently responsible for multiple war crimes under the various international laws by employing questionable tactics in drone strikes conducted in the Middle East. These strikes have led to increasingly widespread international pressure to which the United States has responded by announcing that it seeks an end to drone operations and the war on terror. It is unclear, however, what the United States’ motivations are in decreasing the use of drone strikes. Constrained realism posits that the power of transnational organizations and agreements has grown since promulgation in the 1900s and is now at a level to influence U.S. power decisions because of a high degree of legalization and enmeshment. Alternatively, the United States’ delayed reaction may be explained by the divergent interpretations of the United States and the international community concerning the applicable multinational treaties. This interpretive hypothesis also posits that the U.S. perspective on applicable international law has changed based on decades of bureaucratic conflict between competing agencies and strategic concerns. This analysis also allows for cynical extensions through which the United States could advance its strategic interests by exploiting the indeterminacy in international law until international pressure grows too great, and only then change its policy to realign with the legal framework.233

Indeed, international pressure is continuing to grow. For example: the United Nations is conducting investigations through a special unit to examine allegations of civilian deaths in U.S. drone operations, and U.N. officials are becoming more outspoken when discussing war crimes in relation to the U.S.234 Also, the European Union, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Russia, Pakistan, and China are jointly calling for greater transparency relating to drone operations, driven by accusations of legal and ethical violations.235 NGOs have also taken up arms, often driving the
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anti-drone movement. Furthermore, the European Union has recently passed legislation banning the use of drones outside designated armed conflicts. This growing consensus indicates that this issue will not fall to the wayside, but will instead be an aggravating factor for U.S. foreign relations until a resolution occurs. It has potentially already grown to such vast proportions that ceasing controversial actions might not appease popular opinion, with investigations and political fallout continuing even beyond the operations themselves. Because of this, action needs to be taken immediately to address what will only escalate into a more severe problem.

Lastly, a lack of information from the U.S. government will continue to hinder analysis of this issue. This Note can act as a foundation to model future developments, expanding upon existing theories or employing more accurate theories as the information dictates. Also, future U.S. actions will illuminate whether an actual policy change occurred within the government or if recent statements have simply been an act to quell international pressure. Further, and perhaps most importantly, after a proper analysis of this situation occurs, future regulations and frameworks can be established to reduce the ability for states to conduct operations in a grey area of the law. At the least, theoretical models can improve to more accurately predict state action in a similar future scenario.
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